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libya’s postrevolutionary transition to democ-
racy was not destined to fail.1 With enormous 

proven oil reserves, the largest in africa and the 
ninth largest in the world,2 many of them under-
explored, libya was singularly well endowed. after 
the revolution, the country rapidly restored pro-
duction to 1.5 million barrels per day (bpd),3 along 
with 3 billion cubic meters of gas, and held up 
to $130 billion in foreign reserves.4 estimates of 
libya’s potential for postwar foreign direct invest-
ment ranged from $200 billion over ten years5 to 
$1 trillion more broadly.6 in other words, libya was 
well positioned to transition away from decades 
of authoritarianism, begin building much-needed 
state institutions, and provide significant goods and 
services to its population. following the revolution, 
many libyans dreamed—not unrealistically—of 
their country developing along the lines of Persian 
gulf states with similarly small populations and 
abundant natural resources.

yet libya has since become a failed state in what 
could be a prolonged period of civil war. con-
flicts are occurring at the local, national, and even 
regional levels. foreign powers are directly inter-

vening militarily, as demonstrated by airstrikes on 
Tripoli by egypt and the united arab emirates 
(uae) this past august,7 and more recent egyptian 
involvement in military operations in Benghazi in 
october.8 fissures have emerged along ethnic, tribal, 
geographic, and ideological lines9 against the back-
drop of a hardening islamist versus non-islamist 
narrative. in august, libyan foreign minister 
Mohamed abdel aziz acknowledged the coun-
try’s tailspin when he admitted that “70 percent of 
the factors at the moment are conducive to a failed 
state more [than] to building a state.”10 The united 
nations has estimated that, as of august 27, 100,000 
libyan citizens were internally displaced and an 
additional 150,000 were seeking refuge abroad;11 in a 
three-week time period leading up to october 10, an 
increase in fighting forcibly displaced some 290,000 
people across the country.12 The country now has 
two rival parliaments: the democratically elected 
house of representatives (hor) in the eastern 
city of Tobruk, comprising a majority of nationalists 
and federalists, and a resurrected general national 
congress (gnc) in Tripoli, an entity dominated 
by islamists and with a long-expired mandate. The 
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   in the northwest, political islamists and 
hardline revolutionaries led by militias from 
Misratah and their regional allies unleashed 
war in July 2014 under the name operation 
Dawn. Their opponents are anti-islamist, 
closer to traditional arab nationalists, led by 
fighters from Zintan in the western nafusa 
Mountain region and their tribal allies, such 
as the Warshefana. With operation Dawn 
came street fighting that turned the capital, 
Tripoli, into a ghost town for some fifty days17 
and destroyed Tripoli international airport 
in the process.18

   in the gulf of sirte and Tobruk, a federalist 
blockade of oil, which accounts for 95 percent 
of the country’s exports and 75 percent of gov-
ernment receipts,19 has cost the country some 
$40 billion in lost revenue.20 federalists, who 
seek greater autonomy—a fringe minority 
wants independence—for the eastern prov-
ince of cyrenaica, are playing the political 
game since faring well in hor elections and, 
for now, oil is flowing.

   from the gulf of sirte to the northeast, the 
u.s.-designated terrorist group ansar al-
sharia21 has established a presence in sirte, 
ajdabiya, Darnah, and Benghazi. Darnah, 
for its part, is entirely occupied by shadowy 
extremist groups like the islamic youth shura 
council (iysc) and the abu salim Martyrs 
Brigade. extremist groups, including ansar 
al-sharia, have occupied most of Benghazi, 
a city of 700,000, and operate in an alliance 
called the shura council of Benghazi revo-
lutionaries. These groups have repelled offen-
sives by the libyan national army’s al-saiqa 
special forces, which have officially been 
attempting to secure Benghazi since at least 
november 2013,22 and gen. Khalifa haftar’s 
operation Dignity forces, which launched a 
counteroffensive against islamist brigades on 
May 16, 2014. More recently, on october 15, 
a new haftar-led counteroffensive began to 
advance into Benghazi after being pushed 

united nations,13 united states, Britain, france, 
italy, and germany recognize the hor’s legiti-
macy.14 Turkish officials meanwhile have ignored 
the international consensus to boycott the Tripoli 
government, and have met with officials in Misratah 
and Tripoli.15 The two legislative bodies, meanwhile, 
have appointed opposing prime ministers who in 
turn have selected their own cabinets and sepa-
rate chiefs of staff nominally leading their respec-
tive armed forces. While this islamist versus non-
islamist, hor versus gnc, division may appear 
neat on paper, libya’s divisions on the ground are far 
more complicated. The country appears to be insur-
mountably riven, and libyans themselves fear their 
country has gone the way of, at their respective low 
points, the Balkans, lebanon, iraq, or somalia.

This paper investigates the causes of libya’s state 
failure, its recent descent into civil war, and the con-
sequences should complete collapse occur, followed 
by policy recommendations. indeed, a prolonged 
libyan civil war threatens the stability of north 
africa and countries in the sahara and the sahel, 
and the frightening prospect of a “somalia on the 
southern Mediterranean” is not far off. of greatest 
concern is the safe haven libya affords to terror-
ist organizations—including one that has pledged 
loyalty to the islamic state of iraq and al-sham 
(isis), which renamed itself the islamic state (is) 
earlier this year when it declared a caliphate in 
parts of syria and iraq. There is much Washington 
can and should do to mitigate the dangers posed by 
continuing deterioration in libya.

Background

Despite initial signs following the 2011 revolu-
tion that libya might move toward stability, the 
country has teetered “on the brink” since leader 
Muammar Qadhafi’s ouster and death.16 still, the 
period between february and september 2014 saw 
a particular worsening of the security and politi-
cal situation, leading to further entrenchment by 
rival forces and the beginning of a civil war. a 
quick survey of libya three years after the revolu-
tion demonstrates the extent to which the country  
has unraveled:
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out of the city.23 Most of haftar’s forces orig-
inated from libya’s defunct security estab-
lishment,24 and they are allied with Zintani 
forces and their tribal coalition in the north-
west against what both view as a common, 
monolithic enemy—islamists.

   since the postrevolution collapse of central 
authority, libya’s 2,500 miles of land borders 
and 1,250 miles of sea borders25 have remained 
porous. as a result, the country’s vast south-
ern region is open to infiltration by extremist 
organizations, criminal networks that deal in 
arms, people, and goods, and a massive influx 
of migrants and refugees traveling north to 
europe. The scope of the problem is stagger-
ing. Britain’s Mi6 estimates that the number 
of weapons in libya exceeds that of the entire 
British army arsenal,26 which has led to the 
extensive arming of libya’s tribes. The ital-
ian coast guard assesses that in the first six 
months of 2014 alone, some fifty thousand 
people crossed from north africa to italy, 
most through libya. That figure is double the 
previous year’s estimate.27

   outside powers have aligned with ideologi-
cal groups on the ground to vie for power and 
influence within libya. The country’s islamist/
non-islamist divide mirrors post–arab 
spring divisions that have taken form across 
the arab world. loosely speaking, egypt, the 
uae, and saudi arabia back haftar’s nomi-
nally anti-islamist operation Dignity forces; 
Turkey and Qatar support the Misratans’ 
islamist-friendly operation Dawn.28

although useful as a framework, this binary nar-
rative glosses over a number of local conflicts and 
varying motivations, as well as discord within 
operations Dawn and Dignity. nonetheless, liby-
ans have increasingly seen their country’s descent 
into civil war through this very lens. important 
differences in operation Dawn, for example, 
include those between political islamists, hardline 
revolutionaries, and islamic extremists. Within 

operation Dignity, the federalist movement has 
relatively local aims, while haftar’s forces’ goals 
are national. ideology, meanwhile, often masks a 
more fundamental pursuit of power and riches.29

Initial Optimism

The optimism following Qadhafi’s fall was cap-
tured in remarks by then ambassador-designate 
christopher stevens in his March 30, 2012, con-
firmation hearing before the senate committee 
on foreign relations. stevens, who would later 
be killed in the attack on the Benghazi mission, 
noted that “despite these difficult challenges, 
there are already signs of progress. The interim 
government is paying salaries and providing 
basic goods and services to the libyan people.”30 
Moreover, the country had a road map to follow: 
a “constitutional Declaration,” first outlined by 
the national Transitional council (nTc), which 
called for an elected parliament, the gnc, to 
choose a prime minister and form an interim gov-
ernment. The gnc would then appoint a con-
stitutional Drafting assembly (cDa), but this 
was instead chosen through direct elections. The 
cDa would then submit a draft constitution back 
to the parliament, and the final proposal would be 
put to a popular referendum, requiring two-thirds 
approval for adoption.31

This creation of a clear road map, itself no small 
feat, was accompanied by positive steps in the secu-
rity, political, social, and economic realms:

   Security sector development. While statistics 
provided by the central government on rebel 
integration were considered unreliable, they 
largely pointed to a trend toward integration. 
in particular, the nTc had planned to inte-
grate rebels into the army, police, and general 
workforce in even thirds.32 former chief of 
staff yousef al-Mangoush claimed on febru-
ary 15, 2012, that 5,000 rebels had been sub-
sumed under the Ministry of Defense, with 
another 12,000 ready for integration.33 nTc 
member ferhat al-sharshari later claimed on 
april 10, 2012, that 25,000 people had applied 
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to join the armed forces and a similar num-
ber had applied to the police.34 fifteen days 
later, then deputy interior minister omar al-
Khadrawi claimed that 70,000 rebels were 
employed by his ministry.35 ian Martin, then 
un special representative for libya, had even 
stated on february 29 that “there is little indi-
cation that they [the rebel brigades] wish to 
perpetuate an existence outside state author-
ity.”36 and despite intermittent clashes, lib-
ya’s many armed factions kept one another in 
check, even if this dynamic could be described 
as “a balance of terror.”37

   Political progress. There was also commend-
able movement in the political sphere, as the 
country haltingly followed the constitu-
tional Declaration. following the adoption 
of the road map, libya’s two largest, opposing 
political parties, the national forces alliance 
(nfa) and the Muslim Brotherhood’s Justice 
and construction Party ( JcP), were created 
in february and March 2012. These parties 
participated in the July 2012 gnc elections, 
which the carter center praised as “orderly” 
and “efficient.”38 Most important, the gnc’s 
replacement of the nTc seemed to restore 
domestic and international legitimacy to the 
fragile central state. successful cDa elec-
tions were held in february 2014, and up until 
october 22, seventy-one municipal councils 
out of eighty-two have been elected as part 
of libya’s devolution of central authority and 
transitional process.39 While not perfect, some 
of these municipal councils provide the only 
semblance of official local government liby-
ans have experienced during the country’s 
transition period. even as the transition stag-
nated, successful elections for the hor were 
held in June 2014, which convened august 4 
to replace the defunct gnc.

   Social and economic developments. Post-
Qadhafi, libya saw an explosion of civil society 
organizations and a free, albeit unprofessional, 
press.40 civil society had started to develop 

during the war in liberated areas to support the 
revolution,41 leading to a broader renaissance of 
civil society activism, with hundreds of organi-
zations nurturing libya’s transitional process.42 
aly abuzaakouk, who led the citizenship 
forum for Democracy and human Develop-
ment in Benghazi, remarked in august 2013 
that “civil society is really the brightest side in 
libya.43 as for the economy, the unimaginably 
fast recovery of libya’s hydrocarbon sector44 
drove an oil-financed rise in consumption,45 
aided by state subsidies—and corruption—
leading to a 2012 gDP of $81.8 billion, up 
from the country’s prewar gDP of $74.7 billion, 
a remarkable 104 percent growth rate.46

a consensus had developed among many libya 
watchers that the country, despite its troubles, was 
making progress. one international oil company 
representative stated that “with elections scheduled 
in the near future, all of the oil companies remain 
cautiously optimistic along with the libyan people, 
who are hoping for better days to come, and...about 
all we can do right now is hope.”47

state Failures

Despite these indications of progress, parallel 
developments ultimately undermined libya’s tran-
sition toward a functioning democracy. The enfee-
bled nTc claimed central order, invoking shaky 
domestic legitimacy and strong international sup-
port. numerous militias, substate groups, and local 
and military councils asserted peripheral power,48 
invoking legitimacy of arms while dominating and 
manipulating the nTc to secure parochial inter-
ests.49 libyans increasingly distrusted the nTc 
due to its unelected, opaque, and ineffective nature. 
While the transfer of power to the democratically 
elected gnc briefly restored libyans’ confidence 
in the central government, militias continued to 
wield power and exert outsize influence. armed 
factions with ties to political parties and personali-
ties raided institutions symbolizing the state, such 
as prisons and hospitals, and blockaded govern-
ment ministries and offices.
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islamist politicians, unable to advance their 
agenda in the gnc due to opposition from the 
nfa and its allies, resorted to enlisting allied mili-
tias to intimidate lawmakers into passing favorable 
legislation,50 such as the infamous Political isola-
tion law in May 2013.51 This law, recalling iraq’s 
de-Baathification process, banned Qadhafi-era 
officials from political life for ten years. it was 
viewed as so detrimental to the transition process 
that human rights Watch urged libya to reject 
it.52 islamists succeeded in marginalizing their 
counterweights in the gnc and sought to priori-
tize islamist militias53 over developing the official 
security forces. These developments ensured that 
the Tripoli government could neither exert author-
ity nor provide public services.

An inAbility to monopolize use of force 

within stAte borders. since the revolution, 
absent alternatives, libya has relied on mili-
tias to provide security. for example, after the 
2011 uprising, interim defense minister osama 
Juwaili asked the rebels securing Tripoli to keep 
their weapons instead of disbanding.54 immediate 
postwar estimates showed some 120,000 rebels in 
need of disarmament, demobilization, and reha-
bilitation (DDr),55 but within months that num-
ber had ballooned to more than 200,000,56 nearly 
11 percent of the country’s estimated workforce 
of 2.3 million. These numbers are significant con-
sidering that, by some accounts, only eighteen 
major rebel brigades were operating at the time of 
Qadhafi’s fall.57

The transitional government was largely to 
blame for the “militiazation” of libyan society, as 
it pursued a policy of subsidizing militias58 and 
thereby encouraging the creation of and enroll-
ment in nonstate armed formations. This strategy 
of funding and funneling militias into semistate 
forces such as the supreme security commit-
tee (auxiliary police) and libya shield (auxil-
iary army) as a means to project power allowed 
militias to retain their independence, sowing the 
seeds of “warlordism.”59 These loose security bod-
ies contributed directly to countrywide instabil-
ity.60 as former libyan prime minister ali Zidan, 

who was briefly abducted in october 2013 by a 
rival—but government-funded—islamist mili-
tia,61 later conceded, “really there is no army. i 
thought there was one, but then i realized there  
really isn’t any.”62

The state’s inability to monopolize the use of 
force within state borders also stemmed from 
widespread distrust among the more hardline rev-
olutionary brigades toward Qadhafi-era holdovers, 
especially toward officers in the armed forces. 
faraj al-swehli, a notable Misratan rebel com-
mander, made a proclamation in february 2012 
that plagued DDr efforts and has become a sen-
timent expressed by islamist and hardline revolu-
tionary militias with operation Dawn: “There is 
only one way: revolutionaries are the army.”63

inAbility to control people And borders. 

The nTc and gnc proved unable to exert even 
a modicum of control over the population and 
failed to protect libya’s territorial integrity.64 one 
startling example of this sudden loss of state pres-
ence was in the religious sphere, which was once 
heavily monitored by the Qadhafi regime: in July 
2012, the Ministry of awqaf and islamic affairs 
admitted it had lost control of a significant num-
ber of libya’s estimated five thousand mosques 
to salafists and extremists.65 one sheikh, in 
commenting on the rise in salafi attacks against 
sufi shrines, lamented that “there are no police 
around and you never know what some people 
might do.”66

as for libya’s vast borders, former prime min-
ister abdul rahim al-Keib warned in March 
2012 that “the border regions have witnessed a 
noticeable escalation of drugs and weapons con-
traband.”67 The open borders have been exploited 
by some of north africa’s most nefarious fig-
ures, including al-Qaeda in the islamic Maghreb 
(aQiM) emir Mokhtar Belouar, who has report-
edly purchased weapons in southern libya.68 in 
response to this increasing lawlessness, the gnc 
fecklessly declared libya’s large southern region 
a “closed military zone” in December 2012.69 The 
ruling made little difference on the ground.
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inAbility to provide public goods to 

citizens. The transitional authorities funneled 
state revenue well in excess of $20 billion70 to mili-
tias and the populace alike, leading to a bloated 
budget the likes of which the country had never 
seen.71 funds that should have been used to develop 
libya’s human resources and diversify the economy 
went elsewhere. This transfer of wealth can be best 
understood as a bribery protection racket: paying 
militias to keep the peace they could so easily dis-
rupt, and increasing subsidies to an already heavily 
subsidized people to buy their acquiescence, a dis-
tinctly Qadhafi-era tactic. for example, in response 
to “course correction” protests across libya in early 
2012, the nTc announced each libyan family 
would receive 2,000 dinars per month, approxi-
mately $1,540, and each unmarried family mem-
ber would receive 200 dinars, around $160, and 
the protests died down shortly thereafter.72 funds 
were also lost to corruption and poor administra-
tion. libyan-swiss banker and anticorruption cru-
sader abdul hamid al-Jadi claimed that “if corrup-
tion was 100 percent [before the revolution], then 
it is now 110 percent.”73 Millions, if not billions, of 
state dollars have simply disappeared,74 and wealth 
began conspicuously turning up in odd places in 
libya. one eyebrow-raising video posted to you-
Tube shows a libyan boy on a joyride in a bright 
red ferrari somewhere in the libyan desert.75

Moreover, some 80 percent of libya’s for-
mal workforce is employed by the state,76 which 
through poor administration often paid absentee 
employees or allowed employees to collect multiple 
salaries, leading to greater corruption and a further 
deterioration in public services. By January 2012, 
some 700,000 out of 1.2 million employees were 
not reporting for work.77 This number is in addi-
tion to a December 2012 estimate by then interior 
minister ashour shuwail that 50,000 security per-
sonnel on payroll were failing to report for duty.78 
By March 31, 2013, shuwail said, 79,000 out of 
120,000 security personnel were not reporting for 
work.79 historically, failed states have tended to 
prey on their citizens, but in the libyan context the 
citizens have preyed on the state.

From state Failure to civil War:  
2014 to Present

Power imbalances, shifting in favor of armed fac-
tions pursuing narrow interests and away from the 
transitional road map, ensured that the country 
would enter a period of conflict. ibrahim omar al-
Dabashi, libya’s representative to the un, warned 
on august 24, 2014, that “i had always excluded 
the possibility of civil war, but the situation has 
changed.”80 The cascade of political and security 
events that began in february had entrenched state 
failure and driven the country into a civil war, as 
the following time line details:

   februAry 3 islamists unilaterally extend 
the gnc’s mandate beyond its scheduled 
expiration date of february 7,81 further polar-
izing the country82 and leading to Zintani 
threats to bring war to Tripoli.83

   februAry 14 haftar calls for dissolving 
the gnc and creating a new road map to 
“rescue” the country.84

   mArch 11 a parliamentary vote of ques-
tionable procedure ousts Prime Minis-
ter Zidan, prompting him to seek refuge  
in europe.85

   mAy 4 gnc islamists install a Misratan, 
ahmed Maetig, as prime minister, again 
employing questionable parliamentary proce-
dure. This act would be deemed illegitimate by 
libya’s supreme court on June 9.86

   mAy 16  in Benghazi, haftar launches 
operation Dignity against islamic extremists 
such as ansar al-sharia and the february 17 
Brigade.87 haftar further conflates extrem-
ists, such as ansar al-sharia, with political 
islamists who nominally embrace the demo-
cratic process, like the Muslim Brother-
hood,88 increasing polarization in libya along 
islamist/non-islamist lines.

   mAy 22  Zintani-led forces join opera-
tion Dignity89 and attack the islamist-
dominated gnc.
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   July 12–13 operation Dawn forces attack 
Zintani and allied forces near abu salim and 
at Tripoli international airport. Zintani social 
media recognize on the first day of the airport 
attack that a new civil war has begun.90

   August 4 The hor convenes in Tobruk, 
territory safeguarded by haftar’s forces. 
islamists boycott the hor and “everything 
that comes out of it,”91 claiming the handover 
ceremony was procedurally invalid.

   August 24 operation Dawn forces rein-
state the gnc after claiming victory in Trip-
oli. in response to Tripoli’s takeover, the hor 
labels operation Dawn forces “terrorist orga-
nizations.”92 operation Dawn forces, aligned 
with amazigh forces, expand operations 
south and southwest into territory inhab-
ited by the aziziya and Warshefana tribes.93 
human rights Watch alleges war crimes by 
both operation Dignity and operation Dawn 
forces in and around Tripoli,94 but allegations 
against Dawn forces are particularly striking 
with respect to their belligerent conduct in 
Warshefana territory.95

   August–october international and lib-
yan mediation efforts, whether led by the un 
or by libya’s national Dialogue commission 
and elders council for reconciliation, fail to 
end the country’s violence. The un support 
Mission in libya (unsMil) backs negotia-
tions96 while condemning escalating violence 
in Benghazi and across the country.97

   october 15 haftar launches his second 
counteroffensive against extremists in Beng-
hazi,98 with greater egyptian cooperation 
and assistance.99

   october 21 Prime Minister abdullah al-
Thini’s government in Tobruk issues an order 
to the libyan army “to advance towards the 
city of Tripoli to liberate it,”100 while Zintani 
forces claim they will move on the capital by 
the end of october.101

   october 28 The un’s envoy to libya, Ber-
nadino león, warns that the country is “very 
close to the point of no return.”102

   november 6   in a surprise ruling, libya’s 
supreme court, seated in operation Dawn– 
controlled Tripoli, deems the hor to be 
unconstitutional,103 despite originally being 
asked to rule on the legality of the hor’s 
decision to convene Tobruq.104 This problem-
atic ruling is rejected by the hor and opera-
tion Dignity forces, which cite the presence of 
militias, possible intimidation, and the unclear 
legal grounding of the decision;105 the deci-
sion itself may face its own legal challenges.106 
The united states, its western allies,107 and 
unsMil108 do not endorse the decision, but 
claim it will be “studied.”

The state’s faltering efficacy was also reflected in 
other societal and economic indicators.

libyA’s frActuring society. escalating vio-
lence has steadily silenced the country’s nascent 
civil society and press.109 a campaign of assas-
sinations including those of human rights lawyer 
abdesalam al-Mismari110 in Benghazi on July 26, 
2013, female lawyer and activist salwa Bugaighis111 

in Benghazi on June 25, 2014, and former female 
gnc representative fariha al-Berkawi112 in Dar-
nah on July 17, 2014, has stymied civil society. on 
september 19 at least ten activists, journalists, and 
security personnel were assassinated in what has 
been called Benghazi’s “Black friday.”113 The com-
mittee to Protect Journalists and reporters with-
out Borders have condemned the rise in largely 
islamist-perpetrated attacks against civil society 
activists and the press. following Bugaighis’s brutal 
murder, amnesty international noted that “female 
journalists and human rights activists have been 
increasingly harassed, intimidated, and attacked by 
islamist-leaning militias, armed groups and others 
amid a climate of pervasive lawlessness.”114

libyA’s strAnge economy. economic indicators 
of the state’s well-being are mixed but likely to drop 
sharply. renewed conflict has been the death knell 
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for libya’s small, emerging formal private sector,115 
and the provision of basic services has reached 
a low not seen since the revolution. routine out-
ages of fuel, water, electricity, and basic necessities 
have been reported in major urban centers.116 Para-
doxically, oil is flowing again, with output rising to 
900,000 bpd as of september 24117 and then set-
tling at 800,000 as of october 22,118 more than half 
of libya’s postrevolution high of 1.5 million bpd. 
This renewed oil flow is the result of the federalists’ 
decision to play the political game, thereby ending 
their blockage of oil export terminals, their alliance 
with operation Dignity, and the riding momen-
tum from their hor electoral successes. 

until early november, fighting has been lim-
ited to urban centers and non-oil-producing 
regions. The central Bank of libya (cBl), which 
now holds some $100 billion in foreign reserves,119 
has attempted to remain neutral in the standoff 
between the revived gnc and hor.120 how-
ever, the hor fired cBl chief sadek al-Kabir on 
september 14 after he blocked a transfer of funds 
requested by the house.121 (Kabir is nonetheless 
reported to still be in office, adding to the confu-
sion over who controls libya’s oil wealth.122) libya’s 
vast wealth is now a primary focus among warring 
camps, and this same level of politicization will 
very likely extend to the national oil corpora-
tion, headquartered in operation Dawn–controlled 
Tripoli. should either side believe the other is ben-
efiting from hydrocarbon revenue, it would likely 
respond by disrupting or destroying critical hydro-
carbon infrastructure. operation Dawn’s willing-
ness to target state infrastructure, such as Tripoli 
international airport and the nearby Brega Petro-
leum Marketing company’s storage depots, sug-
gests that such infrastructure is not off-limits.

critical hydrocarbon infrastructure in the 
gulf of sirte and libya’s south are at risk. While 
the gulf is quiet for now, tribal and ethnic fight-
ing has erupted both in sebha between the awlad 
suleiman tribe (pro–operation Dawn)123 and the 
Qadhadhfa tribe (pro–operation Dignity), and 
in ubari between various Tuareg forces and Tebu 
tribesmen124 (operation Dignity125). as this study 

goes to press, and in a dangerous development for 
libya’s hydrocarbon industry, an unknown group 
stormed libya’s largest oil field, el sharara, and 
shut down production on november 5.126 initial 
reports indicated Tuaregs, possibly from Mali and 
islamist,127 may have been responsible for the initial 
attack. But by november 7, unconfirmed reports 
indicated that Misratan forces were in control of 
the oil field.128

fighting also risks spreading to the el feel 
oil field. This asset is guarded by Tebu Petroleum 
facilities guards loyal to operation Dignity,129 
who oppose Misratah’s Third force in sebha, loyal 
to operation Dawn and only some 120 miles away 
as the crow flies. on september 6, Tebu tribesman 
warned the Third force not to descend south of 
sebha toward the oil fields, or else they would fight 
“face to face” desert warfare,130 as opposed to urban 
warfare. anticipating the reality that libya’s critical 
infrastructure may soon be targeted, Mohammad 
fayyez Jibril, libya’s ambassador to egypt, called 
on august 26 for the international community to 
protect libya’s oil fields.131

from fAiled stAte to civil wAr. operation 
Dawn has put libya into uncharted waters. ironi-
cally, the greatest threat to libya’s transition was 
long thought to be islamist-led irregular warfare 
targeting the state in the northeast. now, politi-
cal islamists and their allied militias in the north-
west who claim to follow the democratic process 
have succeeded in derailing the transitional road 
map to push the country into civil war—and pos-
sible collapse (see the appendix on gradations of 
state failure and collapse). as noted, libya now 
has two parliaments (although only one, the hor, 
was elected), two prime ministers, two chiefs of 
staff, and two armed factions claiming to be the 
state’s true armed forces. Moreover, the supreme 
court’s ruling has left the country without a 
constitutionally recognized government.132

The last unified national political body is the 
cDa, but this committee is based in the eastern 
town of Bayda in haftar’s area of control and is led 
by a liberal, ali Tarhouni. it would be unsurprising 
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if operation Dawn and the gnc were to reject 
any draft constitution.133

abu Bakr Buera, who opened the first hor ses-
sion, claimed that “libya is not a failed state,” but 
he nonetheless cautioned that “should the situation 
spin out of control, the whole world will suffer.”134 
nine days later, on august 13, the hor voted for 
foreign intervention, a move that demonstrated 
libya’s manifest failed-state status. Buera, reading 
from the decision, asserted that “the international 
community must intervene immediately to ensure 
that civilians are protected.”135 The brash call for 
outside intervention suggests that libyans increas-
ingly realize they cannot reverse the civil war on 
their own. absent effective intervention, the con-
sequences will be significant not for just for libya 
but for the entire region.

The consequences of civil War 
and collapse

The grave consequences for both country and 
region of libya’s civil war and possible state col-
lapse break down as follows:

internAl consequences. libyans are increas-
ingly identifying with town and tribe over a shared 
notion of libyan citizenry. as a result, there will be 
no neat division of the country, a point Thini, made 
on august 7 when he suggested libya could be 
rendered “into small emirates of no value.”136

libya’s patchwork alliances are facilitating the 
devolution of any notion of the central state. in the 
northwest, alliances are geographically noncontigu-
ous: Zintan (pro-Dignity) is surrounded by the pro-
Dawn amazigh towns of Jadu, Kikla, to an extent 
nalut, and Zuwarah further north; in between 
Tripoli and Zintan is gharyan (pro-Dawn), with 
the pro-Dignity towns of Bani Walid to its east 
and aziziya to its north. in the gulf of sirte, feder-
alists (pro-Dignity) control key oil export terminals 
and some small towns, but are limited to the west 
and east by ansar al-sharia in sirte and ajdabiya, 
respectively. in the northeast, operation Dignity 
forces led by haftar are contesting Benghazi, and 
are in al-Marj, Bayda, and Tobruk, while various 

other extremist groups occupy Benghazi proper, 
Darnah, and the green Mountain region. The 
south represents the only area where any one group 
can exert contiguous geographic control with a 
certain degree of success: the Tebu have strength-
ened their positions and control of the southern 
border from Kufra in the southeast to Murzuq in 
the southwest, while the Tuareg control the south-
western border region. Both groups are connected 
to fellow tribesmen across libya’s borders. But the 
Tuareg are not always united, and ethnically and 
tribally mixed towns like sebha and ubari cannot 
be neatly divided, and will likely continue to see 
continued intercommunal bloodshed.

This process of growing identification with town 
or tribe is not new. libyans increasingly found ref-
uge in tribal structures late in Qadhafi’s reign, a 
process that accelerated during the 2011 revolu-
tion when central authority collapsed and many of 
libya’s tribes attained arms and combat experience. 
over the past three years, marginalized minorities 
like the amazigh in the northwest, and Tuareg and 
Tebu in the south, have gained significant freedoms 
arising from de facto self-rule, which they zealously 
guard along with their territory. in the northwest, 
libyans have increasingly identified with one of two 
rival alliances: a “lower” tribal alliance along the coast 
that includes Misratah and its neighbors, such as 
the Zawiyah and some of the farjan tribes,137 and an 
“upper,” mostly Bedouin alliance in the mountains 
and farther south that includes the Zintan, Warfal-
lah, Qadhadhfa, Magarha, and Warshefana tribes.138 
Zintan dealt a serious blow to this “upper” alliance 
in 2011 when it rose against Qadhafi, but the moun-
tain town has since gradually repaired its old tribal 
ties, a process facilitated by operation Dawn, which 
draws in large part from the “lower” tribes.

in many ways, the tribal divisions observed in the 
fighting in northwestern libya today mirror those 
that precipitated the country’s bloody intertribal 
war of 1936.139 These entrenched divisions have led 
to the establishment of checkpoints by both Dawn 
and Dignity forces to detain individuals from rival 
towns and tribes. immediately after operation 
Dawn forces seized Tripoli, for example, individu-
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als from or affiliated with Zintan were targeted in 
reprisal attacks,140 or were reported to have disap-
peared at checkpoints manned by pro-Dawn forces. 
The same accusation has been leveled against pro–
operation Dignity forces in the northwest. even 
operation Dignity in the northeast under haftar 
openly singles out and praises its northwestern 
allies along tribal lines.141 operation Dignity sup-
porters include some of the farjan in the gulf of 
sirte, to which haftar belongs, and the obeidat, 
al-Barasa, and Maghariba tribes in the northeast.142 
some elements of these tribes also support feder-
alism, which generally has strong tribal backing:143 
federalist leader ibrahim al-Jathran is from the 
Maghariba tribe, and also receives support from the 
al-awaqir and hassi tribes.144 extremist groups in 
the gulf of sirte and northeast meanwhile attempt 
to downplay tribal affiliations, emphasizing that 
islam is the common bond among libyans.

in view of the move toward tribal identifica-
tion, one element that would make national divi-
sion especially painful is libya’s expansive and 
exposed hydrocarbon and water infrastructure.145 
The great Man-Made river (gMr), which pipes 
water north from southern aquifers,146 runs through 
opposing towns and territory, rendering the criti-
cal system vulnerable to attack. By september 2013, 
pumps on the gMr had already been deactivated 
in protest by the Magarha and Qadhadhfa tribes 
in sebha over events in Tripoli,147 more than 470 
miles to the north. The el feel oil field, already 
mentioned in the context of a potential Tebu-
Misratan conflict, transports crude oil north to the 
Mellitah oil export terminal near Zuwarah through 
amazigh territory, where amazigh protestors have 
previously shut down the pipeline;148 Zintani and 
amazigh guards have also clashed over the right 
to guard Mellitah.149 Targeting libya’s hydrocar-
bon industry would bring about an environmen-
tal catastrophe, undermine the economy, and end 
the government’s ability to provide subsidies. This 
would result in an immediate deterioration of the 
average libyan’s standard of living.150 such a move 
would bring libya closer to a “somalia on the 
Mediterranean” scenario.

economic And security consequences for 

tunisiA And egypt. libya’s civil war is placing 
considerable strain on Tunisia and egypt, two 
other north african states that feature promi-
nently in u.s. foreign policy and face their own 
internal tumult. The gDPs of libya, egypt, and 
Tunisia are codependent,151 and collapse in libya—
perhaps heralded by the destruction of hydrocar-
bon infrastructure—would drive down its neigh-
bors’ respective gDPs. Prior to the 2011 revolution, 
libya hosted some 95,000 Tunisian workers152 and 
1.5 million egyptian workers, whose remittances 
were an important source of revenue to those coun-
tries. The workers’ return home has translated into 
lost remittances, increasing unemployment, and 
higher demands for housing and welfare services, 
particularly for egypt.153 The flight of refugees into 
Tunisia and egypt has strained both countries, 
beginning in 2011 when Tunisia took in about 
a million libyans. egypt, for its part, received 
some 104,000 egyptians, 163,000 libyans, and 
about 77,000 members of other nationalities from 
libya.154 a second wave of refugees and return-
ing expatriates155 is now burdening both countries. 
Tunisian foreign minister Mongi hamdi warned 
on July 30 that “our country’s economic situation 
is precarious, and we cannot cope with hundreds 
of thousands of refugees.”156

This added strain comes at a time of increasing 
regional terrorism. Tunisia and algeria both face 
challenges from aQiM, which recently claimed 
responsibility for a May 27 attack on the Tunisian 
interior minister’s home.157 Tunisia has battled its 
own ansar al-sharia, which is reported to be close 
to libya’s ansar al-sharia.158 The Tunisian ansar 
al-sharia is also labeled a terrorist organization by 
the united states.159 all three organizations,160 as 
well as fighters from northern Mali,161 have used 
the chaambi Mountains along the algerian bor-
der as a refuge. on July 16, Tunisia saw its bloodi-
est day in fifty years when an aQiM-affiliated 
battalion killed fourteen soldiers and wounded 
twenty others in this region.162 libyan instabil-
ity directly translates into Tunisian instability: 
hamdi warned as much when he said that “we 
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consider that [the crisis in] libya is an internal 
problem for Tunisia...because our security is part 
of libya’s security.”163

The deterioration of libya also poses a problem 
for egypt, which now counts the Western Desert 
region—in addition to the sinai Peninsula—as a 
front line in its war against terrorism. on July 19, 
gunmen from libya killed twenty-one troops at a 
checkpoint in farafra,164 and the egyptian media 
is increasingly preoccupied with the specter of 
international jihad taking root next door.165 This 
phenomenon has pushed haftar and egypt into 
closer cooperation, both of them wary of events 
in syria and iraq that could extend to their shared 
border.166 This reality is indeed unfolding: an 
egyptian security official claimed on september 5 
that coordination is occurring between ansar Beit 
al-Maqdis in the sinai, isis in syria and iraq, 
and “the militants in libya.” Meanwhile, an ansar 
Beit al-Maqdis commander has verified the flow 
of fighters across the libya-egypt border.167

increAse in terrorism from the sAhArA 

And sAhel to the middle eAst. Terrorism 
issuing from libya is also a dominant concern 
among the country’s southern neighbors. The most 
notable consequence of the 2011 revolution was 
a Tuareg insurgency in northern Mali, reinvigo-
rated by fresh arms emptied from libyan arsenals. 
along with aQiM and other affiliated groups, 
the Tuaregs seized a swath of land larger than 
Texas. france, which has a continuing and evolv-
ing mission in the region, intervened militarily.168 
in february 2014, niger’s interior minister called 
on france to expand its mission and for the united 
states to intervene in southern libya “to eradicate 
the terrorist threat.”169 Jean-yves le Drian, france’s 
minister of defense, agreed with this threat assess-
ment when he warned on september 8 that “south-
ern libya...is a sort of hub for terrorist groups to 
resupply, including weapons, and reorganize.”170 in 
response, france is establishing a base in northern 
niger171 sixty miles from the libyan border,172 and 
the united states is now opening a drone base in 
agadez, niger, some five hundred miles closer to 

the libyan border than its first drone base in nia-
mey.173 according to one french official, troops will 
arrive close to the border within weeks and, with 
the cooperation of u.s. intelligence, will monitor 
extremist arms shipments.174

not surprisingly, since 2011 libya has become a 
destination for extremists seeking to recruit, train, 
and procure arms for foreign battlefields. Prior to 
operation Dignity, ansar al-sharia in Benghazi 
had reportedly used the city’s Benina international 
airport as a transit hub for foreign fighters en route 
to theaters of conflict like syria.175 in response to 
this revelation, former justice minister salah al-
Marghani acknowledged on December 12, 2013, 
that libya’s security situation allows “such groups 
to move freely.”176 smaller networks exist across 
the country, such as one reported on september 8 
in Khoms, in northwest libya, which sends liby-
ans to join isis.177 former unsMil head Tarek 
Mitri warned in his final address on august 27, 
2014, that “the threat from the spread of terrorist 
groups has become real. Their presence and activity 
in a number of libyan cities are known to all.”178 
Mitri’s replacement, león, proved to be more spe-
cific when he acknowledged on october 6 that “al-
Qaeda is already present.”179

The slide toward civil war means libya will be 
not just a staging ground for terrorism but also a 
destination point for jihad. in response to opera-
tion Dignity, Muhammad al-Zahawi, the leader 
of ansar al-sharia in libya, warned that haftar’s 
campaign “will bring fighters from the people of 
tawhid [unity] across the whole arab world [who] 
will fight him, as is happening in syria now.”180 
Zahawi also accused haftar of being a u.s. agent 
and threatened the united states with “worse than 
what you saw in iraq, afghanistan, and somalia.”181 
unverified reports indicate that hundreds—some 
indicate thousands—of foreign fighters from Tuni-
sia,182 syria, and iraq, including libyan extrem-
ists,183 have traveled or returned to libya to fight 
haftar’s forces.184

extremist groups like ansar al-sharia in libya 
have grown in size and sophistication over the 
past three years. one u.s. government official who 
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served in libya noted in october 2012 that “the 
bad guys are making plans and organizing...it’s a 
footrace between the extremist groups and the lib-
yan government that’s trying to get organized.”185 
The former are clearly winning. successive blows to 
operation Dignity forces in Benghazi until haf-
tar’s october 15 counteroffensive suggest an initial 
underestimation of ansar al-sharia’s and affiliated 
militias’ capabilities. extremists are increasingly 
employing suicide bombings against operation 
Dignity forces, such as in four devastating suicide 
attacks on october 2 that left at least forty soldiers 
dead.186 in recent years, in the absence of the state, 
ansar al-sharia has dramatically expanded its net-
works while other extremist groups and criminal 
networks have similarly grown throughout the 
region (see table 1).

libya, which connects northeast and north-
west africa and acts as a gateway from the sahara 
to europe, sits squarely in the middle of these vast 
networks. indeed, u.s. ambassador to libya Debo-
rah K. Jones described the country as a “crossroads” 
for extremists,187 and on august 28 french president 
françois hollande warned, “if we do nothing [about 
libya]...terrorism will spread to the whole region.”188 
Prolonged state failure and civil war may encourage 
more formal alliances among extremist groups, such 
as between coastal and saharan/sahel terrorist orga-
nizations, or even with groups in syria and iraq.

Dynamics between isis and al-Qaeda’s Jabhat 
al-nusra ( Jn) in syria have had a distinct north 
african dimension: libyans and Tunisians tended 
to join isis, while algerians and Moroccans have 
preferred Jn.189 These networks are not unidirec-
tional, and there is already evidence they are influ-
encing the jihadist environment in north africa 
and south to the sahara/sahel region.190 on sep-
tember 13, an aQiM group named soldiers of the 
caliphate in algeria supposedly defected to isis191 
and then, in support of isis leader abu Bakr al-
Baghdadi, released a video on september 24 of 
its decapitation of a french tourist. Meanwhile 
in libya, as fighting raged outside of Tripoli and 
Benghazi, the iysc in Darnah declared on october 
3192 its loyalty to isis and Baghdadi.193 films show 

the iysc parading through the city with “islamic 
police” vehicles similar to those observed in raqqa, 
syria.194 Prior to the group’s announcement, the 
iysc carried out libya’s first post-Qadhafi public 
execution in a football stadium, with an egyptian 
the victim.195 ansar al-sharia has also reportedly 
established connections with isis, as confirmed in 
september by a commander who claimed isis was 
helping train his group.196 as with isis’s overshad-
owing of Jn in syria, extremists could compete for 
the mantle of jihad in north africa, with libya as 
the primary battlefield.

increAsed likelihood of foreign inter-

vention. concerned regional leaders are framing 
libya almost entirely as a “national security” issue, a 
development that increases the likelihood of inter-
national intervention in the failing state. yet the 
united states, Britain, italy, france, and germany 
have to date deemed that foreign intervention in 
libya exacerbates tensions and undermines the 
democratic transition.197

needless to say, libya’s neighbors egypt and 
algeria do not necessarily share this assessment, 
and could attempt to carve out respective areas of 
influence in western and eastern libya.198 egypt has 
proven its willingness to intervene, as demonstrated 
by august 18 and 23 airstrikes against political 
islamists in Tripoli,199 by reports that special forces 
based in egypt, although possibly mostly emi-
rati, previously destroyed a terrorist training camp 
near Darnah,200 and by the more recent airstrikes 
in Benghazi in support of haftar’s counteroffen-
sive.201 shortly after the iysc pledged allegiance 
to isis, airstrikes deemed too precise for libya’s 
air force struck an iysc base, leading to specula-
tion of another egyptian-emirati hit.202 algeria, 
constrained by a constitution that limits foreign 
military deployments, has a higher threshold for 
intervention. unlike egypt, algeria tends to differ-
entiate between political islamists like the Muslim 
Brotherhood and its allied militias in operation 
Dawn in northwest libya, on the one hand, and 
islamic extremists who reject democracy in north-
east libya, on the other. as a result, algeria has 
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been pushing for negotiations among forces fight-
ing in northwest libya. But should a phenomenon 
like isis develop in western libya, or a possible 
repeat emerge of aQiM’s January 2013 in ame-
nas gas facility attack,203 algeria would very likely 
intervene on libyan soil in the name of self-defense. 
absent a coherent internationalized strategy to mit-
igate libya’s civil war and prevent collapse, ad hoc 
foreign intervention is likely to continue.

Preventing or Mitigating  
the collapse

however troubling libya’s deterioration may be, 
Washington now has several other more pressing 
crises on the agenda.204 on august 4, secretary of 
state John Kerry highlighted libya’s relatively low 
standing on the docket when he said that “libya’s 
challenges can really only be solved by libyans 
themselves.”205 The european union’s new for-
eign policy chief, italy’s foreign minister, federica 
Mogherini, has likewise signaled that libya is but 
one of many challenges facing the eu. “starting 
from iraq and syria, going to libya,” she said in 
september, “if we point a compass in Brussels and 
draw a circle, it’s all our neighborhood that is suf-
fering from conflicts and war.”206

still, a consensus is emerging that unified 
action on libya is necessary and possible.207 such 
action need not be u.s.-led: after all, the threat 
from libya poses more immediate consequences 
to southern europe. Despite Mogherini’s bleak 
assessment of the eu’s regional challenges, having 
an italian-led eu foreign policy could allow for a 
renewed european focus on libya. Prior to assum-
ing her new post, Mogherini had called for a uni-
fied eu position on libya.208 Moreover, león, who 
is from spain, spent three years as the eu special 
representative for libya and eu special representa-
tive for the southern Mediterranean209 before tak-
ing the lead of unsMil, and is intimately familiar 
with libya’s challenges.

reinvigorated will within unsMil and the 
eu to act on libya presents the united states 
with the opportunity to serve as a partner in seek-
ing to prevent any further entrenchment of libya’s 
civil war. The focus is now on fostering dialogue 
between the opposing Dignity and Dawn camps, 
and supporting the un security council’s threat 
of targeted sanctions against libyans who disrupt 
the peace and the political process.210 But given 
the lack of progress to date and the slim chances 
for near-term success, Washington and its euro-
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pean allies must start preparing for a worst-case 
scenario. should libya collapse, the priority for 
the united states will be containment, prevent-
ing spillover from the failed state to neighboring 
states in need of stability and security. fortunately, 
the united states need not act alone: on sep-
tember 8, france’s le Drian, while discussing the 
threat of terrorism, asserted that france “must act 
in libya,”211 an exhortation understood to mean 
military action. The subsequent stationing of sol-
diers closer to libya’s southern border indicates 
that france may be taking the lead on libya, much 
as it did against the Qadhafi regime in 2011 and in 
northern Mali in 2012.

Policy Recommendations

The next steps in libya for the united states 
and its european partners should inc lude 
the following:

continue to foster diAlogue. unsMil 
and the office of the un high commissioner 
for human rights are appealing for “an inclusive 
political dialogue” in libya.212 While dialogue with 
extremist groups like ansar al-sharia is impossible 
since such groups reject dialogue and democracy 
a priori, pragmatic islamists such as the Muslim 
Brotherhood and its allies-in-arms in the northwest 
could be another story. given the track record, it is 
far from clear that dialogue could succeed in bring-
ing libyan parties together. indeed, libya’s grand 
Mufti, sheikh sadiq al-gharyani, who leads Dar 
al-ifta (libya’s highest islamic body) and backs 
operation Dawn, rejected dialogue because the 
hor called for foreign intervention and labeled 
Dawn forces terrorist organizations.213 nevertheless, 
the following actions could bring about at least a 
temporary ceasefire:

   Work with the hor to reverse its august 
24 decision to label operation Dawn forces 
terrorist organizations.214 such a move could 
facilitate dialogue and potentially allow legiti-
mately elected islamist representatives who 
defected to the gnc to rejoin the hor.

   convince non-islamist forces to differentiate 
between islamist extremists and more mod-
erate political islamists. until now, the hor 
has lumped all islamists—from the Muslim 
Brotherhood to jihadists—into one category, 
missing an opportunity to weaken the overall 
trend and build alliances to support a unified, 
stable libya. algeria, which reportedly still 
has ties with former Qadhafi regime mem-
bers215 (many of whom support operation 
Dignity and Zintani forces), also has good 
relations with libya’s political islamists216 
and may play a role in helping strengthen 
libya’s nonjihadist islamist current at the 
expense of libyan extremists.217 algeria is 
now attempting to extend and oversee pre-
viously held unsMil-sponsored talks with 
the hor218 to include relevant parties, which 
could mean members of the defunct gnc 
whom most of the international community 
has boycotted.219

   Press haftar’s operation Dignity forces to 
operate more transparently under the com-
mand of abdul razzaq nazuri, the hor 
armed forces chief of staff, or some type of 
military committee with clear civilian over-
sight. (The october 20 alignment of efforts 
between the hor and haftar against extrem-
ists in the northeast is encouraging, but insuf-
ficient.220) such a move could moderate per-
ceptions of haftar’s excessive political desires, 
address perceptions that haftar’s counterof-
fensive is being directed from cairo, increase 
the hor’s legitimacy, and enhance civilian 
oversight of the armed forces.221 not only 
would this kind of alignment reassure politi-
cal islamists that they could safely reintegrate 
into the hor, it could also lead to security 
assistance from the united states and eu to 
combat islamist extremists in the northeast. 
as ambassador Jones noted this past May, 
haftar is useful because he is “going after very 
specific groups...on our list of terrorists.”222
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   encourage Zintani forces in the northwest to 
likewise align with the hor under nazuri’s 
authority, in addition to any willing forces that 
have to date remained neutral or who wish to 
break away from the operation Dawn alliance.

   support reconciliation between Zintan and 
its hostile amazigh neighbors, a development 
that could split the amazigh from operation 
Dawn forces. The amazigh are not naturally 
predisposed to islamism, yet they have allied 
with Misratah-led islamist parties in the 
gnc, and now Dawn forces, because they 
seek greater linguistic and minority rights. in 
general, Zintan and traditional arab nation-
alists oppose making Tamazight an official 
language for libya, as they claim it would 
undermine the country’s arab identity. But by 
acquiescing to this demand and promoting it 
in the hor, Zintan might be able to neutral-
ize the amazigh and weaken the operation 
Dawn alliance enough that it would feel the 
need to engage in dialogue.

chAllenges to diAlogue. apart from the per-
vasive distrust among all parties, and the obvious 
spoilers of ansar al-sharia and affiliated extrem-
ists, the primary challenge to dialogue comes from 
the militias that hold real power.223 The supreme 
court’s unexpected ruling has exacerbated tensions, 
providing more questions than answers, while 
emboldening the gnc and operation Dawn 
forces, who now feel even less of a need for dialogue. 
Moreover, all armed sides to this conflict have pre-
viously displayed or now display flagrant disregard 
for legitimacy, democracy, legislative processes, and 
international law—exactly what unsMil is pur-
suing in libya—and it is questionable whether 
they would suddenly respect these principles.

however, the strongest opponents of dia-
logue have been operation Dawn forces and its 
politicians. True, both haftar’s characterization 
of the broad islamist spectrum as one uniform 
entity and the hor’s declaration of all north-
west Dawn members as terrorists are problem-
atic. But military leaders and politicians aligned 

with operation Dawn have routinely refused to 
negotiate. examples include negotiations held in 
ghadames at the end of september under un 
auspices,224  and algeria’s subsequent attempts 
to broaden the scope of negotiations.225 Politi-
cal islamists in Tripoli as well as extremists in 
Benghazi who fall within the islamist camp have 
rejected negotiations as a “betrayal of the revolu-
tion.”226 some within operation Dawn, such as a 
former and controversial227 Ministry of Defense 
undersecretary, Khaled al-sharif, believe this new 
civil war is in fact a continuation of the 2011 rev-
olution228 meant to cleanse the country of Qad-
hafi loyalists. indeed, the gnc’s prime minister, 
omar al-hassi, in a friendly aljazeera interview 
on october 29, reiterated this exact sentiment 
and even described haftar and his forces in terms 
worse than Qadhafi—claiming that haftar sought 
to “colonize Benghazi”—while praising extrem-
ists in Benghazi as “revolutionaries.”229 This praise 
is obtuse considering that ansar al-sharia, which 
was founded after the revolution, is a u.s.-desig-
nated terrorist organization whose sophisticated 
media campaign increasingly mirrors that of isis. 
(in october, ansar al-sharia released a forty-two-
minute video that heavily borrowed stylistic ele-
ments from isis’s media campaign.)230

operation Dawn’s refusal to negotiate also owes 
to its political and military leaders’ belief that they 
possess greater legitimacy than the hor, despite 
democratic elections and the international com-
munity’s embrace of the hor. Muslim Brother-
hood head Mohammad sawan, for example, made 
the dubious claim that two-thirds of libyans sup-
port operation Dawn.231 in one telling sign of this 
obstinacy, hor representative salah al-sahbi 
from al-rajban claimed on september 5 that 
twenty-six separate attempts to reach a ceasefire 
had been rebuffed by operation Dawn. sahbi also 
claimed these efforts were initiated by cities, towns, 
tribes, and the un, and that attempts to bring 
islamist representatives back into the hor had 
gone unreciprocated.232

lastly, there are currently few if any pressures 
on Zintan and Misratah that would induce either 
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power center to accept a ceasefire. Zintan is pro-
tected from Misratah by the nafusa Mountains 
and can rely on its extensive smuggling network 
to the west and south for provisions; Misra-
tah meanwhile is buoyed by its own airport and 
islamist control over Tripoli’s Mitiga air Base 
and the city’s seaport, through which it trades 
with Turkey. Misratah and its allies are gloating 
over their seizure of the capital and now outnum-
ber Zintani forces.

Precise force numbers and structure are difficult 
to come by, owing to the often informal nature of 
libya’s militias, as well as their own propaganda. 
nonetheless, the Zintani al-Qaaqaa, sawaiq, and 
al-Madani brigades are recognized as having a 
qualitative edge in weapons stockpiles, equip-
ment, and training.233 The al-Qaaqaa Brigade, for 
example, was created in part to absorb remnants of 
Qadhafi regime forces, including members of the 
elite Thirty-second reinforced Brigade, formerly 
known as the Khamis Brigade.234 The al-Qaaqaa 
and sawaiq together have had a reported 17,000 
fighters, while by comparison Misratan forces 
were reported to have had some 25,000 fighters 
shortly after the revolution.235 nazuri, in an octo-
ber 27 interview, made the improbable claim that 
the libyan national army, which appears to be an 
amalgamation of anti-Dawn army remnants and 
militia elements that did not initially join haftar’s 
forces but have recently joined his counteroffensive 
in Benghazi, number 130,000 to 140,000 mem-
bers.236 even if the libyan national army were to 
include friendly militias in the rest of the country, 
its number would not likely approximate half his 
figure. again, precise numbers are unavailable, and 
what is reported is likely part of militia informa-
tion-operation campaigns and ultimately may not 
account for the strength of the groups’ respective 
alliances as a whole.

león remarked on september 8 that progress on 
the political track was dependent on the security 
situation: “ceasefire must be total for political con-
tacts and talks to be successful.”237 if his assessment 
is correct, political reconciliation will not be pos-
sible in the foreseeable future.

stem the flow of weApons And prevent 

oil smuggling. absent a political agreement or 
a ceasefire, Washington and its european allies— 
both within the un and through other avenues 
—must act to arrest a destabilizing spillover of 
libya’s conflict to neighboring states. This past 
summer, the un security council responded to 
escalating violence in Tripoli by resolving to “des-
ignate libyans who violate the un’s arms embargo, 
or have been involved in attacks that contravene 
international human rights law, attacks against 
ports of entry, government facilities, and foreign 
missions, and providing material support to armed 
groups using libya’s natural resources.”238 While 
unsMil reiterated this threat on october 2,239 no 
libyans have yet been sanctioned. The resolution 
also called on neighboring states to inspect cargo 
to and from libya, a decision that could be further 
strengthened with a mandate to prevent unauthor-
ized air- and seacraft from entering libyan air-
space and territorial waters.

un security council resolution 2174 is a good 
first step. if broadened, it could do the following:

   Prevent outside powers from arming proxies 
on the ground. since the revolution, Qatar and 
sudan have been accused of arming islamist 
militias in libya. on september 6, for example, 
a sudanese military transport plane loaded with 
ammunition en route to the islamist-controlled 
Mitiga air Base in Tripoli was seized while 
it refueled in Kufra.240 sudan now appears to 
be countering these perceptions, such as by 
embracing the hor.241 Qatari aircraft have 
also landed several times at Mitiga and Benina 
(pre–operation Dignity) to allegedly arm 
proxies and transport weapons and insurgents 
to syria.242 haftar has also accused Qatar of 
funding and arming its allies via sudan.243

   include egypt and the uae in a regime that 
would work toward the two countries’ desired 
goals of neutralizing islamist militias on the 
ground, a move that would likewise constrain 
the states’ ability to intervene unilaterally. 
egypt in particular is well suited to enforce this 
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regime and can help interdict weapons ship-
ments by sea meant for syria or iraq.

   enforce un security council resolution 2146, 
passed March 19, which allows for states to 
inspect vessels suspected of smuggling crude 
oil from libya on the high seas.244 These 
inspections are envisioned to be carried out by 
naTo and friendly southern Mediterranean 
states’ naval assets.

This regime would enforce noninterference in 
libya’s internal affairs, an initiative endorsed in 
principle by libya’s arab neighbors and the arab 
league. it would also directly assist the un in 
enforcing its chapter Vii authorities to sanction, 
freeze assets, and place travel bans on “individu-
als and entities determined by the committee to 
have violated...the arms embargo, or assisted oth-
ers in doing so.”245 This system could enable poli-
cymakers to better respond to rapidly changing 
events on the ground, should direct intervention 
be authorized and necessary. interestingly, one of 
the few lulls in the fighting in Tripoli occurred 
July 26, when u.s. aircraft monitoring ambas-
sador Jones’s evacuation were spotted above the 
capital. Militias, fearing they would be targeted 
by the aircraft, halted their fighting. This inci-
dent indicates that a more aggressive aerial regime 
could limit militia operations.

Challenges to stemming weapons flow. 

The clearest challenge to assembling an aerial 
regime to regulate the flow of traffic into and out 
of libya is the lack of international political will. 
naTo would be the obvious choice to oversee such 
a mission, since it conducted the operation uni-
fied Protector mission over libya in 2011. But today, 
naTo is preoccupied with russia and ukraine, 
and some of its members are currently engaged in 
bombing campaigns against isis in iraq. likewise, 
it’s unclear that Washington—the backbone of 
all kinetic naTo operations—is willing to invest 
assets and political capital in this lower priority 
mission. naTo did announce on september 5 its 

“readiness to provide security capacity support to 

libya,”246 but this statement deliberately falls well 
short of a commitment to deploy aircraft. During 
operation unified Protector, naTo integrated 
non-naTo-member air forces into its opera-
tions, and this kind of scenario could be revisited 
to enforce unsc resolution 2174. france may be 
the ideal european candidate to take the lead on 
such a regime, given Defense Minister le Drian’s 
recent statements and the country’s intervention 
and evolving presence in the sahara.

expAnd sAnctions And secure libyA’s 

Assets And hydrocArbon revenue. While 
resolution 2174 is important, it should be 
amended and expanded to include those who 
engage in incitement. in addition to sanctioning 
those who violate the arms embargo, are involved 
in attacks that contravene international human 
rights law, and materially support or act on behalf 
of a sanctioned individual, the broadened reso-
lution would target the owners of libyan media 
outlets, and political, spiritual, and militia lead-
ers who call for violence. libya’s grand Mufti 
gharyani is one such prime candidate: he has 
not only had a polarizing and negative impact on 
libya’s democratic transition through advocat-
ing exclusive politics,247 but he also cheered on 
operation Dawn forces from the safety of Brit-
ain, which opened an investigation into charges 
of incitement against him. resolution 2174 could 
also be expanded to target libyan businesspeople 
or other influential intermediaries between lib-
yan militias and their respective foreign backers, 
relationships that occur outside the hor’s legiti-
mate parliamentary processes.

Broadening existing un chapter Vii sanctions 
could also help limit fighting over the country’s 
assets and neutralize hydrocarbon infrastructure as 
a target by warring factions. Taking a page from the 
Development fund for iraq (Dfi), a un chapter 
Vii sanctions regime that included representatives 
from the office of the secretary-general, the inter-
national Monetary fund, the World Bank, and the 
arab fund for economic and social Development 
could require the deposit of libya’s oil revenues in 
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an escrow account. This account would be located 
in and protected by a foreign country, thereby pos-
sibly depoliticizing and limiting access to libya’s 
assets by forces deemed illegitimate by the interna-
tional community. like in iraq, the fund’s resources 
would be disbursed in cooperation with the legiti-
mately elected hor for “humanitarian, recon-
struction, disarmament, and civilian administration 
purposes.”248 Malta could be the ideal base country 
given its proximity to libya, and given that Kabir 
has been running operations from the island for 
several months.249 libya’s Ministry of oil and gas 
and its national oil company could conduct busi-
ness as usual, but revenues would only be released 
upon a political resolution of the conflict. Trans-
parency would be ensured through the establish-
ment of an international advisory and monitoring 
board,250 implementing lessons learned and best 
practices from iraq’s Dfi experience.251 encourag-
ingly, the united states is indicating that it may 
unilaterally pursue sanctions in libya,252 a move 
that should be undertaken in tandem with broad-
ened un sanctions.

chAllenges to securing libyA’s hydrocAr-

bon revenue. establishing an escrow account 
for libya’s hydrocarbon revenue and current assets 
would require revisiting resolution 2174 or passing 
a new un resolution altogether. Moreover, oppo-
nents of such a move, both in the international 
community and on the ground in libya, would 
accuse all involved parties of usurping libya’s oil 
wealth, an accusation leveled by opponents of the 
naTo coalition in 2011.

Addressing collApse. While un-facilitated 
dialogue aimed at achieving a political solution is 
advisable, it will likely prove insufficient to pre-
vent escalating violence. The gravity of the situa-
tion requires that the international community lay 
the groundwork now for what will likely be libya’s 
near or total collapse.

The united states is already providing sig-
nificant security assistance to vulnerable regional 
states like Tunisia. over the past three years, 
Washington has provided $100 million to the 

Tunisian military and $35 million to the state’s 
Ministry of interior.253 in 2014, the united states 
will give Tunis an additional $60 million in mili-
tary assistance254 and twelve Black hawk heli-
copters worth some $700 million for counterter-
rorism operations.255 close security assistance is 
likely to continue with Tunisia, but the provision 
of greater intelligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance (isr) capabilities would serve as a force 
multiplier, particularly for Tunisia’s constrained 
counterterrorism forces. This intelligence shar-
ing could even be extended to algeria, which in 
May signed a security cooperation agreement 
with Tunisia to secure the countries’ joint borders, 
coordinate field operations, share information 
and intelligence, and exchange field experience 
and expertise.245 such information sharing would 
lead to a more efficient use of limited resources 
for all parties involved and could particularly 
help with counterterrorism operations in the  
chaambi Mountains.

as for egypt, the announcement of a partial 
resumption of u.s. military aid—to include ten 
apache helicopters for counterterrorism opera-
tions257—is encouraging. But these attack heli-
copters appear to have been released to egypt 
to fight ansar Beit al-Maqdis militants in the 
sinai Peninsula, some five hundred miles away 
from the libyan border. Moreover, egypt’s mili-
tary preparations along its western border appear 
to consist primarily of mechanized infantry and 
artillery,258 which are not well suited to securing 
borders and addressing unconventional threats 
such as conducting counterterrorism opera-
tions. More attack helicopters and rapid trans-
port capabilities for egypt’s western border could 
support the country’s nascent rapid deployment 
force, a task force—the first of its kind for egypt’s 
armed forces—assembled to confront myriad 
unconventional security threats.259 assistance as 
simple as providing aerostat balloons, which fea-
tured prominently in israel’s operation Protective 
edge against hamas in the gaza strip,260 would 
boost egypt’s isr capabilities along its border  
with libya.
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Kinetic and passive security solutions should 
help contain violent and destabilizing spillover 
throughout the region. at the same time, Wash-
ington and its european allies should pursue a 
less ambitious political horizon for libya. as 
with afghanistan and somalia, efforts to reestab-
lish a strong central state on the national level in 
libya are not likely to succeed. rather, a bottom-
up approach represents the best opportunity to 
reestablish security with willing local partners. a 
decisive truce is always preferable, but incremental 
gains are more likely to establish security and limit 
spillover harmful to libya’s neighbors.

locAl pArtnerships: A bottom-up ApproAch. 
The libyan proverb “fish eat fish and he who 
has no might dies” serves as an apt metaphor for 
a future libya in the event of total state collapse. 
The strong will flourish, and the weak will be 
preyed upon. should national-level political pro-
cesses fail, Washington should seek to strengthen 
and partner with local actors whose postwar 
vision for libya accords well enough with the 
end state envisioned by unsMil: a “transition 
to democracy” and “an inclusive libyan political 
settlement.”261 Two types of partners merit being 
approached by Washington in lieu of a national-
level effort: libya’s elected municipal councils, 
which have political and, to an extent, social legit-
imacy; and the country’s tribes, which have social 
and, to an extent, political legitimacy.

   The municipal councils are new on the political 
scene, but many are already providing a sem-
blance of government and services. examples 
of municipal councils that have attempted to 
meet their constituents’ demands include, but 
are not limited to, those in Tajura, gharyan, 
sebha, ubari, and Tobruq. The central gov-
ernment funds municipal council budgets, 
and the absence of a government to allocate 
these funds would mean immediately lost 
relevancy for these councils to their constitu-
ents. should libya’s assets and hydrocarbon 
revenue be placed in an escrow fund, the 
international advisory and monitoring board 

noted earlier could allocate funds to councils 
that support an inclusive political settlement 
and oppose attempts by extremists to operate 
within their municipalities.

   The tribe offers an accessible social and politi-
cal structure that not only predates the state but 
will survive state collapse. The tribe is the larg-
est social organization in libya,262 and libyans 
relied on tribes for sanctity, security, and support 
throughout the Qadhafi era.263 The uncertainty 
since 2011 has brought about an even greater 
dependence on tribal networks, and should 
the state collapse, tribes could come to domi-
nate libya more than the current islamist/non-
islamist divide.264 To counter weapons prolifer-
ation and the free movement of terrorist groups, 
Washington and capable allies could coordinate 
with friendly Tuareg and Tebu tribes that cur-
rently patrol the borders. The 2005 tribal sahwa 
(awakening) strategy in iraq against al-Qaeda 
is one template for tribal engagement should 
extremism in libya continue to metastasize. 
as with the municipal councils and the sahwa 
approach, friendly tribes could receive salaries 
from an escrow fund.

if a top-down political solution cannot be achieved, 
and particularly if the state collapses, a bottom-up 
strategy of aligning with friendly municipal coun-
cils and tribes represents the best chance to restore 
stability and combat terrorism in libya. Municipal 
councils offer the opportunity to bolster local politi-
cal legitimacy through the provision of goods and 
services, which in itself could help stave off a soma-
lia on the Mediterranean scenario, while tribes could 
act as boots on the ground to complement any un-
authorized aerial interdiction regime. This strategy 
would provide interested parties with access to parts 
of libya otherwise considered denied territory.

conclusion

President obama has made it clear that naTo’s 
2011 intervention was aligned with u.s. national 
interests,265 as he was “convinced that a failure to act 
in libya would have carried a far greater price for 
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america,”266 and that naTo action had prevented 
a massacre267 and an exodus of refugees.268 But the 
president has also admitted that not following up 
more closely during libya’s democratic transition 
is one of his biggest foreign policy regrets.269 now 
libya has entered a civil war, one with human and 
environmental consequences similar to, if not greater 
than, those that justified intervention in 2011.

action is again required, but the burden need 
not fall primarily on the united states. The recog-
nition exists that multilateralism is preferable, not 
just to share costs at a time of constrained resources 
and popular support, but because the challenges 
libya poses to the region are too daunting for any 
one nation to solve alone. encouragingly, a unified 
political strategy on libya is emerging among the 
eu, un, and the united states, and it is not too 
late for dialogue to succeed and for the country to 
exit its unfolding conflict.

however, the next step requires a coordinated 
and unified political and security strategy to pre-

pare for a worst-case scenario in libya. along with 
the united states, france has emerged as a key 
player in laying the groundwork for counterterror-
ism operations, but this effort needs to be part of 
a broader regional agreement in order to minimize 
narrow interests and increase efficacy. The united 
states, eu, and un can implement a number of 
measures to mitigate the regional fallout by stem-
ming the flow of weapons, interdicting illegal oil 
exports, and broadening sanctions. in the longer 
term, helping secure libya’s assets and hydrocar-
bon revenue could help protect libya’s hydrocar-
bon infrastructure and safeguard the country’s pat-
rimony for its citizens. should the state completely 
collapse and libya descend into full-blown civil 
war, Washington should downgrade its national-
level expectations and focus on an approach that 
supports friendly local governments and tribes to 
both secure short-term counterterrorism goals and 
embark on the lengthy process of rebuilding libya 
from the ground up.
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appendix
A note on libya and weak states

 
Many of today’s weak or failed states, such as 
iraq, lebanon, and somalia, were hardly success-
ful states to begin with.270 libya is no different. 
Throughout Muammar Qadhafi’s forty-two-year 
rule, he sought to dismantle as much of the state 
as possible, and before him King idris al-senussi 
stifled the development of independent state insti-
tutions. following independence on December 28, 
1951, idris banned political parties, stole subsequent 
elections, and stifled the press.271 The discovery of 
oil in 1959 enabled the king to further suppress 
organized opposition.272 Qadhafi’s centralization 
of power after the free officers’ movement over-
threw the king in 1969 facilitated even greater sup-
pression.273 similar to idris in style but different 
in the scope of his ambitions, Qadhafi purchased 
quiet with the 1970s explosion in hydrocarbon rev-
enue.274 libya scholar Dirk Vandewalle writes that 
Qadhafi’s “ever-lasting revolution”275 sought to keep 
the country “a stateless, essentially pre-bureaucratic 
society,”276 allowing the leader to run it without 
state institutions or a constitution.277

While the february 17, 2011, revolution was 
inspired by the arab spring uprisings roiling 
neighboring Tunisia and egypt,278 libya’s revolu-
tion was and remains unique in that the state was 
completely supplanted by revolutionary bodies.279 
replacing the Qadhafi regime were the national 
Transitional council and numerous militias formed 
along tribal, ethnic, ideological, or geographic lines. 
This total break from the past was made all the eas-
ier by Qadhafi’s personalization of every aspect of 
libyan government: the man headed the informal 
networks that made the state,280 and his removal 
left a void that has yet to be filled. after Qadhafi’s 
fall, President obama anticipated a transition to 
democratic rule281 rife with challenges,282 noting 
that it “will not be easy...after decades of iron rule 

by one man, it will take time to build the institu-
tions needed for a democratic libya.”283

unraveling or unstable states like libya are usually 
defined in opposition to what they should be: stable, 
functioning states. Many terms are used to describe 
such states, but this paper employs “failing” or “failed,” 
in line with the 2002 u.s. national security strat-
egy document. scholar rosa Brooks describes weak 
states as “teeter[ing] in common on the precipice, at 
seeming perpetual risk of collapse into devastating 
civil war or simple anarchy”284—exactly where libya 
found itself at the outset of 2014.

states fail when they lack a monopoly on vio-
lence within their borders, cannot control popula-
tions or territory, and do not provide a range of 
public goods.285 This analysis provides a more qual-
itative assessment of state efficacy or failure, which 
includes security, political, social, and economic 
indicators.286 another expert on failing states, 
robert rotberg, characterizes them as “tense, 
deeply conflicted, dangerous, and contested bit-
terly by warring factions.”287 They tend to lack both 
domestic and international legitimacy.288 Worse 
than a failed state is a collapsed state, defined as 
completely lacking state authority or, as rotberg 
puts it, “a black hole into which a failed polity 
has fallen.”289 collapsed states include lebanon 
and somalia in the 1980s, and Bosnia in the early 
1990s. The principal distinction between failed and 
collapsed states is the modicum of government 
and governance in the former, versus none in the 
latter. should its civil war deepen, libya is at risk 
of moving from failed- to collapsed-state status.

A note on sources

When possible, english sources were used instead of 
arabic sources for greater reader accessibility. in addi-
tion, traditional media were prioritized over social 
media, and events and ideas were cited using published 
articles instead of personal interviews and discussions 
with libyans and subject-matter experts.
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